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INTRODUCTION
This Booklet has been produced as part of the Millennium
Project at Dry Drayton.
It describes Footpaths and Bridleways of Dry Drayton Parish
as they stand in 2000 AD.
There was a settlement in this area in Saxon times and the
Church was built by the Monks of Crowland Abbey on the site
of a Saxon Chantry Chapel founded by Gallard de Mota,
Archdeacon of Ely, in 1349.
The village name derives from the Anglo Saxon Dray (slope)
and ton (settlement). At 230 feet above sea level it is dry
compared with the Fens. A map of the settlement in 900 AD
shows a path starting from the Church towards Hardwick,
which persists as Footpath 17. Another path is shown leading
to Oakington in the path of Oakington Road. The centre of
the village rejoices in a large number of interlinking paths. All
the present paths appear on the Inclosure Map of 1809.
Until the 1950s Dry Drayton was an agricultural community
with numerous farms and six pubs. Since 1950 many more
houses have been built and many of the older buildings have
disappeared. Many remain and although the shop and Post
Office have recently gone, the school flourishes and there is a
popular Feast Week at the end of June. The only remaining
pub is the Black Horse, which is easily reached by many of
the paths.
The booklet has been compiled by a number of people. The
Ramblers Association Survey of January 1990 (Or & Mrs
Morton) provided the basic descriptions. Val Perrin walked all
the paths in the Parish during 2000 to supplement the

Footpath No 1 (The Drift) - Bridleway

descriptions and provide the natural history notes. Historical
notes were produced by Rosemary and David Gardiner (and
indirectly by John Hacker, Sid Martin and Mike Sekulla).
Maps were derived from the Ordnance Survey by Fred
Northrop and Nick Irish (who edited the Booklet) Cherry
Stamford and Val Perrin did the majority of the typing. Thank
you everyone.

This runs from the north end of the High Street, grid reference
TL 378625, in a northerly direction down what is COlloquially
known as The Drift. There is a cycle path running on the left
hand side. At the start, Footpath 2 runs off left through a gap
in the hedge. There are four Lombardy poplars along the
eastern side of FP1.

All the paths appear on OS Explorer Map 225.

After the cycle path turns off left across a bridge, the
bridleway continues north as a grassy ride past Bar Hill
Nature Reserve and then turns left to continue as Bar Hill
Bridle Way number 1 at grid reference TL 379630.

At the back we have suggested some circular walks you might
like to try both in the Village and further afield.

Warning

(500 m) 300 yds

FP1 is lined by tall hedges of mainly Hawthorn and Wild Rose
which provide important refuges, food and nesting sites for
small birds such as Yellowhammer, Linnet, Tits and Chaffinch.
An unusual plant, Crosswort, with its
frothy-looking, lime-yellow flowers
above whorls of four crossed leaves,
can be seen growing in one spot
beside the cycle path in May and
June.

The soil is clay; the paths are often muddy.

We hope you enjoy walking and our village.

To the left of the bottom of the
footpath, is the Bar Hill nature reserve.

..,

This is a mosaic of wet and dry areas,
Chaffinch
with an interesting pond with dragonflies and breeding
amphibians, and willow and other scrub. Clumps of Marsh
Marigold and Yellow Iris can be seen here in spring, together
with birds such as Reed Bunting, Willow and Sedge Warblers.
Within living memory the ditch was the village sewer and
yielded spectacular Blackberries on the banks.
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Footpath No 2

(250 m)

155 yds

This again starts at the northern end of the High Street at grid
reference TL 378625, turning immediately left through a gap
in the hedge beside a locked field gate to the west of FP1
(bridleway). FP2 runs north parallel to the bridleway on a
headland with a hedge to the right and open arable fields to
the left.
At the bottom of the field it turns half right to rejoin FP1 and
the cycle way across a bridge at grid reference TL 378628.
FP2 looks out west over the
rolling arable 'prairies' of this part
of Cambridgeshire, with an old
hedgerow, consisting primarily of
Hawthorn, Bramble and Wild
Rose, on its eastern side.
The compact development of Bar
Hill lies clustered inside its own
perimeter road to the north, this
land being formerly part of Dry
Drayton parish. Look out for
Yellowhammers, with their
Ash
characteristic call 'Iittle-bit-of-breadand-no-cheese'. The hedgerow base is another refuge for
common wild flowers such as Cow Parsley, Hogweed, Ground
Ivy and White Deadnettle. One or two Ash trees are growing
~"
in the hedge near the top of the slope.

Footpath No 3

(1200 m)

750 yds

Starts on Scotland Road at grid reference TL 377619 and is
marked by a green metal sign with the legend "Public
Footpath to Childerly 1112 miles and Lolworth 2 miles". The
footpath starts as a passage between the boundaries of the
gardens of Keepers End to the right and Longwood to the left
and runs west-north-west between these fences. Turning off
Scotland Road the walker
enters a long green tunnel in
summer. There are mature
wooded gardens to the right,
with bluebells in spring.
Emerging into the open again
at a small footbridge there are
extensive views over open
fields towards Rectory Farm
on the left and the modern
village of Bar Hill away to the
right. Modern arable fields
hold little sanctuary for wildlife
but Wood Pigeons, Rooks and
Crows are seen mainly in
Bluebell
winter. The path now crosses
a field diagonally westwards
to reach a bridge over the brook and turns sharp left to a
waymark post at grid reference TL 372620 where it joins the
tarmac road which it follows west-north-west towards Rectory
Farm.
Just before the farm buildings the path leaves the farm road to
step sideways around the end of a conifer hedge and
continues west-north-west up a headland with a hedge and
trees to the right and open fields to the left. The right of way
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then continues across an arable field on a crop boundary to
the top of the field where it meets a hedge at reference TL
368622. This hedge contains a number of woody species,
indicating it is several hundred years old: two species of
Hawthorn (Common and Woodland), Blackthorn, Field Maple,
Wild Rose, Elm and occasional Ash and Oak trees.
The footpath turns right, keeping the hedge to the left,
heading north-north-east, continuing on a headland. At grid
reference TL 369625 the path turns left through a gap in the
hedge, crosses the parish boundary and continues westnorth-west towards Lolworth across arable fields on Childerley
Footpath (4).

Extended circular walk via Childerley

(3500 m) 2.2 miles

An interesting extended round walk can be made by
continuing on from FP3 where it turns through the hedge at
TL 369625, via Childerley and back to Dry Drayton using
Childerley bridleway 4 and FP18. For walkers wishing to take
this route, directions are as follows:
The FP continues west-north-west across arable fields,
crossing a small stream on a bridge between two fields at TL
365627.
At TL 361629 the path meets the bridleway between Lolworth
and Childerley. Turn left here and follow the bridleway for
about % mile. This is an old green lane bounded by tall
hedges, good for butterflies and birds in summer. Listen out
for the scratchy song of the Whitethroat, a summer visitor
from Africa, which is fond of singing from the tops of
hedgerows.
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The bridleway enters the edge of Childerley by a gate into a
field. Childerley was formerly two mediaeval villages (Great
and Little Childerley). Cross the field parallel to the small
wood on the right hand side to another gate at the far end.
This is Black Park, a very old landscape, the uneven field
indicating former settlement. There are the remains of one
very old tree here. Through the gate, turn left into the farm
lane past an interesting old barn on small stone pillars and
left again at the bottom opposite Childerley Hall, a
Victorianised Tudor brick building, set behind Limes,
Chestnuts and ornamental yews. It is the place where King
Charles I was held captive for a night in 1647.
Follow the road in a north-easterly direction past some red
brick cottages on the left and a little further some modern
bungalows. Over to the right is the site of the lost mediaeval
village of Great Childerley. There is another very old tree in
the uneven field here. The path then turns sharp right and
passes between a
small plantation of
conifers and other
trees, then bends
slightly left and goes
uphill after the
plantation.
Cowslips grow by the
edge of the path
beside the ditch and
hedge here in April and
May.
Following the field
hedge on the right, the
path turns 90Q left at

Cowslips
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the field corner in about % mile and continues for a short
distance before turning 90Q right through the hedge on the
parish boundary. At this point the Greenwich Meridian is
crossed.

Footpath No 5 (Queen's Passage)

The FP (now FP18) continues in a south-easterly direction,
meeting FP4 on the left at grid reference TL367617, follow
this in a north-easterly direction until it reaches FP3 at
TL372620. FP3 can be followed back to Scotland Road. (See
notes for FP4)

Footpath No 4

(600 m)

370 yards

From FP3 at grid reference TL 372620 at its junction with the
farm road near Rectory Farm this path proceeds south-west
alongside the ditch and then heads directly towards FP
(bridleway) 18, which it meets at a small often dry pond by a
culvert at grid reference TL 367617.
This landscape is very open and consequently devoid of
much wildlife. The broad skies cast chasing cloud shadows
across the crop on sunny days. Birds of open farmland such
as Rooks and Wood Pigeons, with the occasional flock of
passing Starlings or mixed finch flocks in winter, are the most
likely signs of wildlife to be encountered here.
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Pump Green

(200 m)

120 yds

This starts at the High Street by
Pump Green just after the entrance
to Cotton's Field at grid reference
TL 379622. The old village pump
stands on this small triangle of grass
dominated by a large ornamental
cherry tree beside Wheel Cottage.
This tree is at its best in late April /
early May, with profuse pink
blossom cascading in all directions.
FP5 runs north-north-east on a
tarmac path between the gardens of
the High Street and Cotton's Field. It
passes the start of FP6 at grid
reference TL 380623 and continues
north-north-east between garden
fences, passing Jasmine House
(formerly the Queens Head pub)

and Spinney
Cottage on the right
to reach the corner
of Pettitt's Lane at
grid reference TL
380624.
Look out for small
birds such as
Robins, Great, Blue
or Long-tailed Tits,
Blackbirds and
Chaffinches, flitting across the
passage between the adjacent
gardens.

Long-tailed Tits
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There has been a pump on the green since about 1911 when
the associated well was dug.
Spinney Cottage was originally joined to Jasmine House and
was occupied by Reg Thompson, the Parish grass cutter,
whose fondness for cider was legendary. The rest of the
family who lived in Jasmine House eventually literally cut him
off. The resultant blocked-off inglenook can be seen between
the houses. They date from at least 1750.

Footpath No 6

(300 m)

185 yds

This starts at grid reference
TL 380623 in the middle of
Queen's Passage. It runs
south-east starting between
Nos 7 and 9 Cotton's Field,
along the pavement. Pause
here before crossing the field.
The views ahead in the
distance are towards
Cambridge. The spires of the
churches and colleges are
visible above the treetops,
including the four turrets of
Kings College Chapel. To the
right at the western corner of
the field is a fine stand of
Orange-tip butterfly
mature Elms. Cross the
arable field ahead of you on a narrow path down to a gap in
the hedge to the northern end of FP9 (Butchers Lane). The
path then crosses a stile and runs east-south-east across a
grass field. This field is often grazed by horses, and has
Creeping Buttercup and some Germander Speedwell in
spring. Go through a gap in the dividing wire fence (beside a
stile) and continue in the same direction to a further stile in the
corner of the field where the FP meets Long Lane (FP8) at
grid reference TL 383622.
Cotton's Field was the site of Cotton's Farm which stood to
the south of the beginning of this path. Mr Cotton - a
clergyman - started this farm in 1850 and it was abandoned
100 years later and left to decay. It was demolished to make
way for the present housing estate.

Spinney Cottage
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Footpath No 7

(250 m)

155 yds

FP 7 starts opposite
where FP 6 finishes in
Long Lane at grid
reference TL 383622.
There is a stile in the
fence on the north-east
side of the lane. The path
runs east-north-east
through a new plantation
of mixed trees to the right
(planted by Charlie Searle
of Crafts Hill Farm), to a
further stile. It then
continues east-north-east
diagonally across a grass
field, often with sheep, to
a further stile whence it
continues east, (passing a
Blackberry
large pond on the right) to
enter a small passage
between fences and a further stile on to Oakington Road at
grid reference TL 384622.

Footpath No 8 (Long Lane)

(400 m)

At Pettitt's Lane, grid reference TL 380624, at the entrance to
Spinney House, FP 8 (known as Long Lane) sets off eastsouth-east past the termination of FPs 6 and 7, emerging on
Park Street at grid reference TL 384621 .
Long Lane is a very old road, a sunken green lane, being a
cool tunnel of green in spring and summer. However, it is wet
at most times of the year.
Speckled Wood butterflies, with
brown and dappled cream wings
with eyespots, can often be seen
in sunlit spots here during the
summer.
There are several very old
specimens of elms here, some of
the best surviving examples in
Speckled Wood
the parish, with ivy clad trunks,
still alive despite the depredations of Dutch elm disease.
Also there are three large Field Maple trees about half way
along, of a size not commonly seen in the wild.

Crafts Hill Farm is to the left of the end of the path. It is
recorded that in the early 1800s widow Craft who rented the
farm from the Rev Samuel Smith (1785-1860) was a great trlal "
to him as she frequently delayed paying the rent.
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250 yds
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Field Maple
Grey Squirrel

Footpath No 9 (Butcher's Lane)

(150 m)

125 yds

Starts at Park Street at grid reference TL 320621 and runs
north-north-east between the boundaries of numbers 9 and
11. It passes the entrance to FP10 at grid reference TL
381622 and continues to meet FP6 at TL 381623 ending in a
stile. Just here, by an old gate on the right, is the site of
Tinderbox, a long vanished cottage.
'

Butcher's Lane is bordered by gappy and overgrown hedges,
consisting of suckering elm, elder, ash, the odd horse
chestnut, plus one or two old damson trees from nearby
gardens.

It is proposed to continue this path along the lower boundary
of Jasmine House garden to meet Long Lane by the stand of
Elms. There is a small copse of maturing native trees in this
part of the garden supplied by the County Council.
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Footpath No 10
~.,

(200 m)

125 yds

The start at Park Street, grid reference TL 382621, opposite
The Park, is marked by a horse chestnut tree beside a bench.
The FP runs north-north-east between the school fence on
the right and the entrance to house number 29 on the left. It
passes the front of the Black Horse public house and at the
far end it turns sharp left and goes in a west-north-westerly
direction through the pub car park on the left.
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The footpath continues through the pub field and joins FP 9 at
grid reference TL 381622.

Footpath No 11

A small rookery in the ash trees just past the pub on the right
is most clearly visible in winter and early spring before the
leaves come out.

Starts at the end of Pettitt's Lane at grid reference TL 383625
between the gardens of Nos 44 and 46. At the start there are
good views across country towards Madingley and Cambridge
in the east. FP 11 continues downhill in an east-south-east
direction. There is a recently planted hawthorn hedge on the
right in the lower part, and silver birches and 'Paul's Scarlet'
hawthorns on the left.

The birds are very raucous during nest building time.

(400 m)

250 yds

At the bottom of the hill, FP 11 meets a track and bends left
through a gated metal barrier to meet the Oakington Road at
grid reference TL 386624.

Footpath No 12 (Bridleway)

(1000 m)

0.6 miles

This bridle way starts at grid reference TL 396619 just east of
the Little Shrubs Plantation at the end of FP 13 (which
continues east as Girton footpath 8). It is a continuation of a
bridleway which starts on the Dry Drayton Road in Madingley
Parish (No 1 - grid reference KL 393612).

The School

The school was founded by the Misses Hartrop and Hellington
in 1738. The current building dates from the 1850s. The fund
for the building benefited from a donation by the Prince of
Wales who was staying at nearby Madingley Hall.

The bridleway runs north from this point on a farm track with a
deep ditch and hedge to the right. There is a large oak on the
right. The path passes under a high voltage power line and
curves right to pass through a wide hedge gap at a field
corner, crossing a culvert.
The path gradually curves north-north-east with a verge and
open arable field to the left and ditch and hedge to the right.
At grid reference TL 396623 it passes the end of a hedge on
the left and then continues north-north-east between verges
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and open arable fields. Large
flocks of Wood Pigeons and
sometimes Lapwings can be
seen in the fields here in winter.

Magpie

At grid reference TL 397625 it
meets a farm track (permissive
path) turning off left in front of a
hedge which continues as a
permissive path to the Oakington
Road. In order to avoid the very
busy A 14 you are advised to take
this permissive path which proceeds roughly west-north-west
past the southern end of Hackers Fruit Farm and ends up on
Oakington Road at grid reference TL 393628.
Oak leaves and oak apples

The grass verge against the hedge on the permissive path
has some interesting plants in spring including Cowslip, Hairy
Tare, Black Knapweed, Hop Trefoil, Yarrow, Lady's Bedstraw,
Ribwort Plantain plus several wild 'grasses. There is a small
patch of Sickle Medick (Medicago arabica) nearer the road.
(The main bridleway continues north-north-east through a
hedge gap and runs on a grass track. It passes an old shed
and then continues up a tarmac drive of Westdene House on
to the hard shoulder of the A 14.)
John Hacker whose brother Bob runs the Fruit Farm has
~'.
published several articles of life in Dry Drayton in the earlier
years of last century which have been compiled into a booklet
John has been a Parish Councillor for 50 years. Bob has a
fine collection of fancy Bantam hens

Footpath No 13

(1300 m) 800 yds

Starts by 24,Oakington Road at a stile at grid reference TL
385622 at the sign marked Public Footpath Girton 2% miles. It
runs east-south-east between house number 24 on the right
and West View on the left and proceeds between a garden
fence on the left and a hedge and fence to the right. A garden
orchard is visible one field to the right. Apple orchards were
formerly more numerous in Dry Drayton, but have now mostly
disappeared.
At grid reference TL 386621 the path crosses a sleeper bridge
and continues south-east across the field for 75 yards to a
waymark posted crop boundary. Crossing the field, the village
is visible behind the walker. Birds that may sometimes be
seen here include the common farmland birds such as Rooks,
Wood Pigeons, Starlings, House Sparrows and Red-legged
Partridge, with occasional Pied Wagtails, and Swifts in
summer.
The path then continues half left along the crop boundary
passing a raised water tank about 30 yards away to the right.

)
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At grid reference TL 389619 the path turns half left east along
the banks of Beck Brook against a hedge. Odd patches of the
lime-green wild flower Crosswort can be seen in the ditch
sides here in early summer. A prominent ash tree is visible on
the opposite field corner. At grid reference TL 392619 the
path passes through a gap in the hedge and over a ditch on a
sleeper bridge. A short distance away, in the hedge to the left
of the pylon, stands an old Black Poplar. This is a rare tree in
Britain and this is probably the only example in the parish.
The FP now turns half right and continues by the Brook,
resuming an easterly direction with the brook to the right and
an open arable field to the left. A magnificent White Willow
grows above the brook (just past the first bend from the
sleeper bridge). In the gaps between the trees there are views
of Madingley Hall, with its green turreted towers, and the
white American Cemetery chapel outside Madingley among
the distant trees to the right. The path soon reaches a canopy
of trees (Little Shrubs) and meets with the beginning of Dry
Drayton bridleway number 12 at TL 396619.

No 24, Oakington
. Road was, until
recently, the home
of Sid Martin who
has recorded many
aspects of his life as
a farm labourer in a ~-,
series of articles in
the Parish
Magazine.

Bank Vole
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Footpath No 14

(900 m)

500 yds

Footpath 14 starts in Park Lane, grid reference TL 384620 at
a sign saying "Public Footpath to Madingley 1". It goes
through an old wooden farm gate and then south-easterly to
the corner of a large concrete building. Look for Swallows
around the horse stables here in summer. The path follows
the edge of the building leaving it to the left and then
proceeds in an east-south-easterly direction alongside an
exercise yard to a gate. It then proceeds south-easterly
across the subsequent field, meeting a hedge just underneath
an overhead power line. Large flocks of Rooks are present
here all year and there is a line of surviving Elms to the south.
The path then turns right along the field edge until it meets a
set of double metal gates over which the walker has to climb
and proceed through a passage of grass and nettles running
south-easterly to exit, after about 20 yards, at grid reference
TL 387617. The path then runs diagonally south-eastwards to
the corner of the field to a narrow gap in the thick hedge on
the north side of Madingley Road, which is reached by a stile
at grid reference TL 388616.
The parish boundary with Madingley is marked by the hedge
to the left of the stile, with several old pollard Ash trees and
the remains of a low bank.
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Redwing
Meadow Brown butterfly
Foothpath No 15 (The Park)

(200 m)

150 yds

Starts at a stile in Park Street, grid reference TL 382620, and
runs south-east across the edge of the grassland of The Park
to a stile on Park Lane at TL 383619.
The open space of The Park is a good spot for uninterrupted
views from the village centre. The grassland harbours a good
population of grasshoppers in late summer, as well as
Meadow Brown, Gatekeeper and other butterflies. Farmland
birds such as Yellowhammers and, in winter, Redwings and
Fieldfares, can be seen here at times and in summer
- '.
Swallows and Swifts hunt for insects in the skies above.

Footpath No 16 (The Park)

(200 m)

150 yds

Starts at a Kissing Gate on Park Street at TL 382620 and runs
east-south-east across The Park, skirting the site of the
former Manor, and emerging at Park Lane at the same stile as
FP15 at TL 383619.
The Park has been used as grazing land since the 19th
century and is covered by a series of earthworks from the
former old manor, its gardens and various hollow ways and
ridge and furrow systems. There are two ponds, only one of
which is guaranteed to hold water all year.
Because of its chequered history, the grassland here is rather
impoverished, but a limited suite of wild flower species can be

"
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found in spring and summer unless the site is cut or heavily
grazed.

leaving the church to the left and at grid reference TL 380619
goes through a gap in the boundary wall.

Lady's Bedstraw

8t Peter and 8t Paul's Church, Dry Drayton Church

A manor house stood on this site for many centuries at least
since Norman times (see FP 17). The last house belonged to
the Duke of Bedford and boasted 18 hearths. It was pulled
down in 1818 and the stones used to bulld Scotland Farm.

Footpath No 17

Beyond the churchyard a line of Lombardy poplars mark the
road to Madingley on the left. The area of rough grassland
with old sheds and the forlorn remains of a few dead Elm
stumps is an important refuge for wildlife.
A better specimen of an Elm tree stands at the far right hand
edge of this area. Here there was originally a double avenue
of Elms leading up to the manor house on the Park, marked
on an old estate map of 1740 in the Cambridge University
Library.

(3200 m) 2 miles

This starts by the entrance to the Church, at grid reference TL
380620. A green metal sign Public Footpath to Hardwick 2
points through the gate of St Peter and Paul's churchyard.
The footpath follows the path to the church door and then
veers right southwards across the grass of the churchyard,
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The footpath then continues south on a trodden path across
an arable field, with distant views of the parish church and
village on looking back, until it meets Callow Brook, at grid
reference TL 379615, which it crosses on a culvert in the
hedge gap. It then continues south on a headland path, with
the brook and a copse of Elm and Ash on the right, with
Willow and Blackthorn marking the course of the brook, and
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an open field to the left. At grid reference TL 379613 the path
leaves the stream at a waymark post to follow a path through
the field reaching a wooden bridge by a line of poplars Lombardy Poplars to the left and White Poplars to the right.
The path then continues gently uphill in a southerly direction
confined between a row of rather ragged and dying Lombardy
Poplars and fence to the left and a shallow ditch and elms to
the right, with intermittent views over to Scotland Road. Huge
bracket fungi, called Dryad's Saddle, sometimes grow to the
size of enormous dinner plates on the Poplar trunks.
Emerging into the open again when the fence ends at grid
reference TL 378606 a path turns off left but footpath 17
continues south across a ditch on a sleeper bridge, over a
field, crossing another ditch at the far side of the field, grid
reference TL 378602.
Beyond this bridge the
path continues southsouth-west on a grass
headland following an
ancient hedge on the left.
This contains a good mix
of native species such as
Guelder Rose, Elm, Ash,
Hawthorn, Hazel,
Blackthorn and Dog
Kestrel
Rose. The woodland of . '.
Whitepits Plantation is
one field away to the left. Occasional Skylarks can be seen
and heard above the open fields anywhere here, with Swifts in
summer and hovering Kestrel a possibility.
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The footpath reaches the A428 Hardwick bypass on grid
reference TL 375597. Although the footpath officially ends just
a few yards the other side of the busy A428 road, it is
recommended, in the interests of safety, to end your walk
without crossing the road!
There are plans to re route this path so that it turns left where
it leaves the Churchyard in a south-easterly direction to the
edge of some rough grassland on your left. Keep this to your
left until the Westerly bank of Callow Brook is met at
TL381617. It will follow the bank and cross the Brook via a
culvert at TL379615 and will follow the opposite bank in a
southerly direction until it meets a track at TL377602. The
path will then turn left and follow this track in a south-easterly
direction until it meets the original path at TL378602.

Footpath No 18 (Bridleway)

(1000 m)

0.6 miles

This bridleway is entirely
across arable land. A
green metal sign "Public
Bridleway" at grid
reference TL 374613 on
the eastern side of
Scotland Road points
across the road to a gap
in the roadside hedge.
From the road the
footpath descends across
the first field to cross a
little brook with steep-
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sided banks via a footbridge at TL 372614. There are wide
views across the landscape on this path. After crossing the
brook, Blackthorn Spinney, a nineteenth century plantation,
can be seen just to the south - an oasis of trees and bushes
which provides shelter for birds and small mammals in this
intensively cultivated landscape.

Some Suggestions for Circular Walks

The path continues west-north-west across another very large
field to a small deep pond (often almost dry) where it meets
FP 4. The bridleway continues up hill towards a hedge. It
goes through a gap in the hedge at grid reference TL 366617.
At this point the Greenwich Meridian Line (0° longitude)
passes through. The path then crosses a concealed culvert,
turns left and continues as Childerley bridleway 4.

1)

Short Walks - there is a leaflet enclosed with this
booklet which describes short walks within the village.
The maximum distance is 1.6 miles (2.5 km). They
start at the Church and end at the Pub.

2)

Take Footpath 3 up Scotland Road and walk up to its
end at the Parish Boundary. You can carry on to meet
Lolworth Bridleway and then back down to Childerley
and back to where you started from. This is described
under FP 3. Distance 2 miles (3.5 km)

3)

Try taking Footpath 14 through Duck End Farm and
out to the Madingley Road at the Parish Boundary.
Walk along the road in a south-easterly direction
towards Madingley for about 750 yards until you meet
a sign to a bridleway to Girton going up a field edge on
your left. Walk in a north-westerly direction up the
bridleway until you meet the junction of Footpath 13
and bridleway 12 within the Parish just over Beck
Brook at grid reference TL394613.

Starting at Dry Drayton
Park by the Church or at the Pub.

(This walk can be combined with a circular walk via Childerley
- see notes after FP 3).
It is proposed to extend this path from Scotland Road grid
reference TL 374613 by means of a permissive path going
north-north-east along the headland to the edge of the field at
grid reference TL 375615. The path will then follow the field
edge in a west-south-west direction to meet the re routed FP
17 at Callow Brook (grid reference TL 379614).

You can then either follow Footpath 13 back to the
Oakington Road, turning left when you meet the road
to the centre of the village, 2.5 miles (4.1 km), or carry
on up the bridleway to the Oakington Road via a
permissive path which involves a walk down
Oakington Road, which is often busy, to get back to
the centre of the village, 3.2 miles (5.2 km).
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4)

thence via Footpath 4 and 3 back to the centre of the
village 5 miles (8 km).

Take Footpath 3 and 4 to Bridleway 18 and then reach
Scotland Road. Take the new permissive path to
Footpath 17 at Callow Brook and then take Footpath
17 back to the Church, 2.5 miles (4 km).
If you don't mind a lengthy walk along Scotland Road,
which is extremely busy with fast traffic, you can walk
down to just short of the Scotland Road houses and
take a permissive path on your left down a farm track
just before the bungalow at grid reference TL373605
and follow this in a south-easterly direction to Footpath
17. You can then walk back along Callow Brook to the
Church, 3.4 miles (5.5 km).

5)

Not on this map, but easily found on OS Explorer 225.
Take footpaths 1 or 2 north out of the end of High
Street and then turn left at the cycle path and follow
this in a north-westerly direction leaving the Bar Hill
Nature Reserve on your right to join Bar Hill Bridleway
1 at TL378638 and follow this round the outside of the
village. When you reach Viking Way there is a
footpath branching off towards Lolworth across the
fields. When you reach the tarmac road in Lolworth
you can turn left and carry straight on in a south-southwesterly direction until you meet a crossing of the
paths at grid reference TL361631.

Suggested Further Reading:

Francis Walker,

A History of the Parish of Dry Drayton, 1876

Mike Sekulla, Enclosure in Dry Drayton, unpublished,
Cambridgeshire Collection, 1974
Mike Sekulla, Drayton Park, unpublished, Cambridgeshire
Collection, 1978
Mike Sekulla, Excavations in Dry Drayton, Cambridge
Antiquarian SocietY,1980
Gallows Piece to Bee Garden; Millennium History of Dry
Drayton, Dry Drayton 2000,2000

- .,

You have a choice here of turning left along Lolworth
Footpath 4 to meet Dry Drayton Footpath 3 and then
proceeding past Rectory Farm onto Scotland Road,
turning left to meet the village, or of carrying straight
on and going down to Childerley and back along
Bridleway 4 in Childerley to meet Bridleway 18 and
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